
Documenting vegetative recovery:
photo points, excluder cages, GPS,
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Threatened because of:
 Land-use change and irreversible conversion of

landscapes and their ecological functions
 Disruption of the water cycle and ground water

recharge
 Invasion/introduction of exotic (non-native)

organisms
 Toxins, pollutants and human wastes

 Climate change: drought, floods and fire





Maintaining natural systems or enhancing
them for future generations

 Caring for the system as a whole
 Resource conservation
 Maintaining, building, and enhancing stability in

nature
 Cultural values and ethics

 4 guiding principles:

 The act of managing the land & its resources
in a sustainable or restorative manner



1887-1948
Ecologist,
Forester, Writer
A Sand County
Almanac

“We can be ethical only in relation to something we can
see, feel, understand, love, or otherwise have faith in.”

“That land is a community is the basic concept of
ecology, but that land is to be loved and respected is an

extension of ethics.”



What does a
scientist look

like?



Scientist?
What leads you to
believe that this
man may be a
scientist?



Scientist?
Eddie Murphy as
The Nutty
Professor



Problem/Question
Observation/Research

Formulate a Hypothesis
Experiment

Collect and Analyze Results
Conclusion

Communicate the Results

How to Solve Just About
Anything



Broad public understanding of  “Science as a
Way of Knowing” and of environmental issues
is poor

Citizen Science projects can improve this
understanding because they engage people,
foster inquiry, and improve domain specific
knowledge

Scientists can play a driving role, but we need
new ways to organization themselves across
traditional academic boundaries

 

   

 



Photographs are a valuable
tools

Easily established
Show trend over time
Wide audience
Supplement data



Where to Photograph

Revegetated areas
Seeded/planted areas
Riparian areas
Brush Control
Document streamside attributes
Grazed areas
Livestock impacts
Post fire recovery & reclamation



Why Monitor?
to describe or document current conditions (baseline
monitoring)
to describe or document abnormal or catastrophic
events
to detect and document change (trend monitoring)
to confirm agency assessments
to investigate perceived problems
to document the application or implementation of
management practices (implementation monitoring)
to document the effectiveness of management
practices













Scale & Perspective



Data



Hypotheses

Do deer affect recovery - caging?
Are erosion control measures effective?
Does seeding affect restoration?

steep slopes versus flats
seed mix

Do soil amendments speed plant growth?
Many others………….



Promising Directions

Because of the magnitude of ecosystem change
and the potential impacts on society, there will
be greater efforts to come together across
natural resource sciences to meet these
challenges
How do we manage without knowledge
How do we increase science & natural resource
literacy
A Citizen Science Approach can help with both of
these needs






